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The Other Press has been Douglas 
College’s student newspaper since 1976. 
Since 1978 we have been an autonomous 
publication, independent of the student 
union. We are a registered society under 
the Society Act of British Columbia, 
governed by an eight-person board of 
directors appointed by our staff. Our head 
office is located in the New Westminster 
campus.
The Other Press is published weekly 
during the fall and winter semesters, and 
monthly during the summer. We receive 
our funding from a student levy collected 
through tuition fees every semester at 
registration, and from local and national 
advertising revenue. The Other Press is a 
member of the Canadian University Press 
(CUP), a syndicate of student newspapers 
that includes papers from all across 
Canada.
The Other Press reserves the right to 
choose what we will publish, and we 
will not publish material that is hateful, 
obscene, or condones or promotes illegal 
activities. Submissions may be edited for 
clarity and brevity if necessary. All images 
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Editor-in-Chief
This semester I am taking a Geography class that I need to finish my electives. 
I am a fan of Geography; I took Earth 
Sciences previously and was fascinated 
with the content. I learned about plate 
tectonics, volcanoes, earthquakes, rocks, 
sediments, etc. I really dug it and liked 
learning about the earth and environment 
around me. I was excited to be taking 
another Geography class until I realized 
the professor that I originally signed up to 
take the class with was replaced… and this 
class would now be taught within a social 
science frame.
I really don’t mind having the class 
changed to a focus on social matters—
changes and alterations happen all 
the time. But, couldn’t have this been 
communicated to students signing up 
for the class beforehand? As someone 
who is taking transfer courses to go into 
the teaching program, I have taken my 
fair of social classes such as History of 
Canada, History of BC, and numerous 
Anthropology classes. And honestly? I’m 
starting to get tired of them. 
Not to say that they don’t have their 
place in schools, but do we have to look 
at everything in a social context? Can’t we 
just have some science classes that focus 
on the science? I personally think social 
classes are oversaturated in post-secondary 
institutions and we should keep science 
classes strictly scientific. The balance 
of different types of classes should be 
maintained. 
I have also talked to a few of my 
classmates about this, and I have found 
that I am not the only one who thinks 
this way. I mentioned I was considering 
switching to a different Geography course 
in order to learn some physically scientific 
content, but to my disappointment I was 
told by a classmate that the other classes 
had essentially the same curriculum. If all 
classes are being taught in a social context, 
where are people supposed to learn the 
hard science?
What is also frustrating about this is 
that I pay for my tuition and I feel like I am 
wasting my hard-earned money on a class 
which I am already familiar with most of 
the content—it’s just redundant to me at 
this point. When I take a class, I am always 
excited to learn something new, but with 
this class I feel that I am not really learning 
anything I haven’t already learned about in 
previous classes.
Whether it be a decision from the 
school or personally from the professor, I 
disagree with the idea of making physical 
science classes into social classes. If it 
is going to be advertised as a physical 
science class it should stay a science class, 
otherwise some students will accidently 
take courses they don’t want, need, or 
already know the content for—and will 
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Since 2011, Douglas College has awarded a community member a special 
designation recognizing outstanding 
achievement or distinguished service by 
an individual on a community, provincial, 
national, or international scale. 
According to the Douglas College 
website, the Honorary Fellow designation 
is the highest award the College bestows on 
individuals and is typically presented to an 
individual during the winter and summer 
Douglas commencement ceremonies.
According to the Honorary Fellows 
policy found on the Douglas College 
graduation page: Douglas believes that the 
Fellow will “serve to inspire graduates and 
reflect the values of the College.” 
The Honorary Fellow for the winter 
2020 commencement was announced 
during the February 19, 2020 ceremony: the 
recipient is Dr. Evelyn Voyageur. 
Dr. Voyageur is a trained nurse and 
an Elder of the Kwakwaka'wakw Nation. 
A residential school student during 
her early years, Voyageur went on to 
complete a nursing degree and a PhD 
in Psychology. In recent years, Voyageur 
has received numerous accolades for her 
work—including the 2018 Indspire Award 
for outstanding career achievement, and 
a honorary doctorate from Thompson 
Rivers University.
Voyageur joins a group of thirteen 
individuals who have received the Honorary 
Fellow designation by Douglas College.
The first fellows were Bill Hughes and 
Tim Agg. Agg, the executive director of 
PLEA Community Services Society of BC, 
was recognized for his advocacy in youth 
justice. Hughes, a New Westminster native, 
was a long-time radio announcer for CKNW, 
now Global News Radio 980 CKNW (fun 
fact: the ‘NW’ in CKNW stands for New 
Westminster, the original home of the 
radio station). Additionally, Hughes and 
his family are the namesakes for Douglas 
College’s New Westminster library.
Other past recipients include former 
New Westminster Police Chief and current 
Chief Officer of Metro Vancouver Transit 
Police Dave Jones, and Elaine Golds—the 
Port Moody native whose works include 
strong advocacy in environmental 
conservation.
An Honorary Fellow selection 
committee—comprised of Douglas 
College community members—meets 
to decide the nominated individuals. 
The assignment of the Honorary Fellow 
designation is confidential until the 
announcement at commencement, and 
previously unsuccessful individuals are 
reviewed to see if their nominations are 
worthy of designation. 
Interestingly, Douglas also has a clause 
in the Honorary Fellow policy that allows 
the College the right to revoke any Honorary 
Fellow designation conferred—a stipulation 
that is not known to have occurred.  
Douglas names Dr. Evelyn Voyageur 
Honorary Fellow
 › Voyageur receives Douglas’ highest honour
Jessica Berget
Editor-in-Chief
Recently, a number of protests and blockades have occurred throughout 
Vancouver to protest the building of a 
gas pipeline throughout Northern British 
Columbia. 
The company Coastal GasLink plans 
to build a 670 km natural gas pipeline from 
the Northern BC area of Dawson Creek 
and is estimated to cost $6.6 billion. The 
plan to build is controversial. Many say the 
pipeline goes through traditional Native 
territory, and this has been the cause of 
many demonstrations in Metro Vancouver.
On Wednesday February 12, 
opposers of the pipeline gathered in 
Downtown Vancouver in order to block 
the intersection going to the Granville 
Street Bridge in protest. The demonstration 
caused traffic disruptions from both 
directions. No arrests were made, and the 
bridge was reopened later that day.
More demonstrations broke out 
throughout the week with hundreds of 
protestors gathering in East Hastings near 
Main street in support of Wet’suwet’en 
hereditary chiefs on Tuesday February 18. 
According to Global News, they marched 
toward the Clark Drive entrance to Port 
Vancouver and blocked the intersection for 
two hours. That led to a backlog of about 
40 ships waiting to load or unload. 
On February 24, West Coast Express 
rides were suspended due to pipeline 
protesters blocking the tracks.  
To some, the pipeline is a trespassing 
on Wet’suwet’en lands. The protesters 
state that they are in solidarity with the 
Wet’suwet’en and the hereditary chiefs who 
oppose the building route of the pipeline. 
According to City News 1130, protestors 
have their reasons for standing in solidarity 
with the Wet'suwet'en. 
“The chiefs demands have been clear 
that the province must cease construction 
of the Coastal Gaslink pipeline; the RCMP 
must withdraw from Wet’suwet’en lands, 
and government, the RCMP and CGL must 
respect Wet’suwet’en law and governance,” 
reads a news release from protestors.
 To others, the pipeline would create 
jobs and opportunities for Wet’suwet’en 
people. According to the Vancouver Sun, 
the project has support from five out of 
six elected band councils who have all 
signed benefit agreements with the gas 
company to exchange support for financial 
and employment benefits—promising an 
estimated $1 billion in benefits. 
One who supports the argument 
of opportunities is Troy Young, a Witset 
band member with a family business who 
works with Coastal GasLink and whose 
grandmother was a former hereditary chief. 
“People in Canada have the right 
to protest. This is a democracy. It is 
unfortunate that they are protesting with 
only half the story being told,” he said. 
“I don’t feel the elected councils are 
being given a fair voice in this matter. 
From discussions I have had, the elected 
chiefs recognize that employment can be 
a multi-generational gain for the family. 
People working on a pipeline can send their 
children to school to provide for better 
opportunities in the future. The elected 
chiefs want to break the bondage of poverty 
that exists within our communities,” Young 
told PostMedia News.
Wing Chief of the Grizzly house, 
Andrew George, has called for an all clan 
meeting regarding the protests and the 
division it has caused the Wet’suwet’en 
community. “What currently is going on 
does not reflect the true governance of the 
Wet’suwet’en, on both sides. We are afraid 
something bad might happen,” he told 
Aboriginal Peoples Television Network 
(APTN).
Pipeline protests in Vancouver
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What’s going down at Douglas?
Jessica Berget
Editor-in-Chief
With February coming to an end and the season of spring just around the 
corner, put some spring in your step with 
these events around the college this week. 
Book Launch: Craft Beer Culture and 
Modern Medievalism
On Thursday February 27, Douglas 
College English instructor Noelle Philips 
will be presenting and reading from her 
new book Craft Beer Culture and Modern 
Medievalism: Brewing Dissent. The event 
will be held in the Laura C. Muir Theatre 
foyer and Amelia Douglas gallery at the 
New West campus from 4:30 to 7:30 
pm. It is free and open to the public. 
Refreshments will be served and a cash 
bar serving craft beer will be available. 
The book analyzes the craft beer culture 
with Philips’ experience as a medievalist 
academic and explores the connections 
between the two topics.
A Spotlight on Research: Sexual 
Experiences on Campus
On Friday February 28, the college will be 
hosting an event called “Sexual Health, 
Sexual Experiences, and Unwanted Sexual 
Contact: A 60 Day Student Diary” in the 
Aboriginal Gathering room (room 4650) 
from 3 to 5 pm (with refreshments). The 
event includes a presentation by Katelin 
Albert PhD about her research project 
regarding student’s unwanted sexual 
experiences and mental health on post-
secondary campuses. According to the 
event page, Albert is a visiting assistant 
professor in Sociology at the University 
of Toronto—where she holds a PhD in 
Sociology. Attendees are asked to register 
before the event.
“Part 2: Listening to Different Voices in 
the Process”
As a continuation of the discussion of 
social housing previously hosted by the 
Douglas, the second part of the event 
will feature the voices of people who have 
experience with poverty and homelessness. 
The event will be held in the New 
Westminster Public Library on March 3 
at 6:30 pm, and the event is free and open 
to the public. Part three of the discussion, 
“Reframing the Narrative through the 
Arts,” will be held on March 27 at 6:30 pm. 
Attendees are asked to register beforehand.
Film Screening: Because We Are Girls
On March 5, from 6 to 9 pm, the 
Aboriginal Gathering room at the New 
West campus will be hosting a movie about 
a conservative Indo-Canadian family that 
came from small town BC. They must 
deal with an awful family secret regarding 
sexual abuse. The movie focuses on the two 
sisters who decided to come forward about 
this to protect their families. The films 
director, Baljit Sangra, will be on the panel 
















Almost two years after talks began on the removal of the Medical Service 
Plan (MSP) premiums, the BC government 
has stayed true to their promise and 
eliminated the health care tax on Jan 1, 
2020. While tax cuts generally benefit the 
top one per cent by simultaneously taking 
away funds from public services, this recent 
move has been heralded as a positive step 
towards tax fairness.  
“It’s one of the largest middle-income 
cuts in BC history,” said Bowinn Ma, MLA 
for North Vancouver-Lonsdale. “And it’s 
a tax cut that will benefit those of lower-
income, which is actually quite rare.” 
Although slashing MSP premiums will 
result in a $2.7 billion-dollar loss annually, 
these costs will mostly be remunerated 
through the Employer Health Tax (EHT), 
which businesses will provide based 
on payroll. Payrolls that total over $1.5 
million will pay the bulk of the tax at 1.9 
per cent, while those between $500,000 
and $1.5 million will pay a reduced rate. 
Small businesses under $500,000 will be 
exempt from the tax. The rest, reports the 
Vancouver Sun, will be scrounged through 
increases in corporate income taxes and 
will also target high-end, vacant real estate. 
Concerns have been raised regarding 
the ongoing and urgent need for funding 
of health care services, but Ma assures 
the public that these new cuts will not 
impact funding. “In fact, we’re spending 
more than ever on building new health 
care infrastructure, hiring new staff, and 
providing more training,” she said. 
According to Ma, feedback regarding 
the cut has been overwhelmingly positive. 
“In my own district of North Vancouver-
Lonsdale, there are a surprising amount 
of families who struggle, and being able to 
save [the money that once went towards 
MSP] does actually make a big difference. 
It’s a huge relief for a lot of people.” 
The premium has long been criticized 
as an unfair tax. Until recently, BC was the 
only province in Canada to collect fees 
to allow access to health care. “We found 
that it was a regressive tax,” said Ma. “It 
was virtually a blanket cost, which was not 
properly adjusted according to income. 
Plus, most people in the upper-income or 
middle-income bracket also had their MSP 
premiums paid for by their employers, so 
it was really those who were unemployed 
or struggling financially who were most 
negatively impacted.” 
While the premium has been 
eliminated, the program has not, and it is 
still mandatory for residents of BC to be 
enrolled. Because the program still exists, 
BC’s Ministry of Finance is reminding the 
public to cancel any automated payments. 
That said, outstanding MSP fees are 
still being collected, and the Ministry 
of Finance reports that they are owed 
approximately $442 million in arrears, 
though some individuals may qualify for 
retroactive premium assistance.  
Despite some confusion around 
outstanding payments during this change, 
the overall response has been positive.  
For more information on the 
elimination of MSP, and next steps, visit 
the BC government website.
 › NDP government says good riddance to tax, to the relief of many
Although slashing MSP premiums 
will result in a $2.7 billion-dollar 
loss annually, these costs will 
mostly be remunerated through 
the Employer Health Tax (EHT).
Atiba Nelson
Staff Reporter
Douglas has placed an “invitation to bid” e-advertisement on the BC Bid website 
for two contracting opportunities related 
to the renewal of the exposed top floor roof 
courtyards of Building A, B, C, D, as well 
as the courtyard of Building E, at Douglas 
College’s Coquitlam campus. 
Opportunity “ITB-1200RC: Douglas 
College Coquitlam Roof Garden Upgrade—
Demolition” seeks a company for the 
breakdown of the existing infrastructure 
on the rooftops, while opportunity 
“ITB-1196RC: Douglas College Coquitlam 
Roof Upgrade—New Roofing,” requests 
a contractor or construction company to 
build new items for the cleared rooftops. 
Both opportunities feature technical 
documents related to the request 
that prospective bidders can access. 
Additionally, drawings of the expected 
finished product can be seen through artist 
renderings. The space has already been 
envisioned and sketched by architects at 
Thinkspace Architecture Planning Interior 
Design in Surrey, with a Thinkspace 
employee listed as the individual that will 
answer pre-bidding technical inquiries. 
The bid mentions that on February 
10, 2020 Douglas will give a scheduled tour 
to prospective bidders of the Coquitlam 
campus rooftops where work needs to 
be done. All contractors wishing to bid 
on either of the Douglas projects—the 
demolition and the upgrade—needed to be 
in attendance and signed in. 
Construction companies have until 
ten days after touring the Coquitlam 
campus site in which to submit a bid to win 
the contract. 
Work is required to begin no less 
than one month after contract receipt, but 
timelines, as well as deadlines, are to be 
agreed upon by Douglas and the winner 
bidders. Additionally, Douglas included a 
contract stimulation requiring the winning 
contractor to minimize the noise of both 
the demolition and the upgrade, as the 
College wishes to continue operations 
while the work is completed.
As reported by the Other Press, 
Douglas has had past legal issues with 
roofing contractor work—specifically on 
the rooftop at the Coquitlam campus—
with the College once suing a roofing 
company in small claims court. The lawsuit 
alleged that a flood occurred in Building 
B due to subpar roofing repairs. Douglas 
asked the court to order the previously 
hired roofer to repair damages. The 
case was eventually settled, as Douglas 
withdrew its claim.
Rooftop redo request
 › College invites contractors to complete Coquitlam campus renovations
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Awards season this year featured a lot of great films. This made the race 
to Best Picture at the Academy Awards 
interesting. Last fall, the commercials for 
the nominated films claimed that they 
were the best film of 2019—especially Joker 
and 1917. Even Bong Joon-ho’s recent film 
Parasite not only claimed that it was the 
best film of 2019, but also stated that it had 
a high rating on Rotten Tomatoes—and 
that Joon-ho is the greatest director of our 
time. History was made in the Academy 
Awards this year as the South Korean 
film got Best Picture… making it the first 
international film to get the award.
Parasite got four awards in total. 
Additional awards include the newly 
rebranded Best International Film, Best 
Director, and Best Original Screenplay. 
Joon-ho’s films are serious but also have 
many comedic moments along the way. 
Some of his other films include Okja, 
Snowpiercer, The Host, and Memories 
of Murder. He has a fan base that is as 
powerful as the fan base of a K-pop group. 
His winning film tackles social equality 
and credible evidence in the era of Donald 
Trump. The story is not only relevant to 
South Korea—it is relevant to the rest of 
the world.
The Kim family is very skilled but they 
do not have the credentials to get a job; 
the Park family are poor at everyday tasks, 
yet they are wealthy. Joon-ho and Han 
Jin-won’s screenplay show their ideas of 
the differences between the two classes the 
families represent. They masterfully insert 
comedy throughout the serious film, and 
also speak to the idea that hard work will 
lead to success. There are a few scenes in 
the film that are trying to comment on the 
racism that Indigenous people face… but 
the scenes aren’t very good.
The film started to get attention 
when it premiered at the 2019 Cannes 
Film Festival and got the Palme d’Or. A 
week later, it was released in South Korea 
on May 30 and it did very well. Then, it 
went through the film festival circuit—
including the Vancouver International Film 
Festival—where the screenings of the film 
were sold out. The screening that I went to 
had a very long lineup outside that went 
around the theatre once.
There was a limited release of the film 
in Canada and America on October 11. A lot 
of people filled the cinemas… and that led 
to more theatres showing the film. Parasite 
surprisingly got a lot of awards, including 
Best Foreign Language Film at the Golden 
Globe Awards, and even Outstanding 
Performance by a Cast in a Motion Picture 
at the Screen Actors Guild Awards—
making it the first international film to get 
that award. The best cast award included 
Bong-movie regular Song Kang-ho who 
plays the father, Ki-taek.
Because Parasite got Best Picture this 
year, it will probably still be in theatres for a 
few more weeks and there hopefully will be 
a Criterion Collection release of the movie 
(where it would be honoured with a DVD 
and Blu-ray release). It’s a relevant story 
and Bong’s directing style is the reason why 
it earns the title of the big surprise hit of 
last year.
‘Parasite’: The actual surprise hit of 2019





















    
Talking Sex on Sunday is a fantastic musical about a group of women who 
have a girl’s night on the first Sunday of 
every month. These nights are always 
themed, and the theme of this party is 
sex toys. The other women attending are 
just as confused and thrilled as you may 
be—singing, “How did I get to this sex toy 
party? Crazy Margot!”
The musical stars Janet Gigliotti as 
Margot (the party host), Jennifer Lines 
as Olivia, Irene Karas Loeper as Sissy, 
Caitriona Murphy as Carol, Katrina 
Reynolds as June, Sara Vickruck as Frankie, 
and Seana-Lee Wood as Odessa. Talking 
Sex on Sunday’s books and lyrics are by 
Sara-Jeanne Hosie, the music is by Hosie 
and Nico Rhodes, the arrangement and 
orchestrations are by Rhodes, and the 
whole thing is directed by Donna Spencer. 
The music is a highlight throughout 
the musical. The play itself starts off with 
the band alone. Quickly, the women begin 
to sing the opening song in unison and the 
atmosphere is light, fun, and extremely 
joyous. 
The vocalists were mostly sopranos, 
but the harmonies in the higher registers 
still sounded beautiful. The material 
is challenging, so any pitch issues can 
understandably be brushed off. Credit goes 
to Reynolds for her performance during 
“Alter My View.” Her riffs were astounding, 
and the emotional impact was incredible.  
The stage is made use of greatly—as 
are the stairs, and the rows of audience 
members. The set is incredibly comfy and 
cozy, displaying a homey and beautifully 
decorated living room and kitchen. The 
backdrop is built to look like multiple 
shelves holding household objects such as 
lamps and vases, and some shelves were 
covered with a sheer material so you could 
see the band playing behind the set—I 
found that to be a very nice design.
You’re thrown right into the sex-toy 
theme, and though it’s a little jarring, it 
becomes second nature quite quickly. 
Humour is instantly sprinkled throughout 
the opening and sets the perfect 
foundation for what the audience is in 
for during the next two hours. All male 
character voices are represented by piano 
notes: very wholesome humour. In fact, 
Ricardo, a male blow-up doll, received the 
most love and attention out of any “male” 
characters.
Disappointingly, the second part of 
the show wasn’t as impactful as the first, 
despite the poignant plot twists. It felt as 
though it dragged on, which may have 
been because the cast was losing energy 
or emotion. The emotion became more 
exaggerated, less human, and less relatable 
as the musical went on… which was a 
shame.
The cast as a whole is older than I 
expected for such a taboo musical, but 
honestly that is wonderful. Overall, it’s 
apparent that the plot intends to challenge 
traditional beliefs and targets to be diverse. 
The youngest character, Frankie, is a 
lesbian whose major storyline revolves 
around her desire to be accepted by her 
mother. 
The musical tackles everything from 
types of sex toys and how to use them all 
the way to failing marriages, body issues, 
religion, defining feminism, and morality. 
I highly recommend seeing Talking Sex 
on Sunday at the Vancouver Firehall Arts 
Centre at 280 East Cordova Street during 
its February 14 through March 8 run. Find 
tickets at the Firehall Arts Centre website; 
tickets are offered at $25 for those under 
the age of 30, and $30 for seniors and those 
with a valid student identification. 
Rabbits, Ricardo, and secret rendezvous 
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Cheryl Minns
Senior Columnist
Align Entertainment kicks off its first show of the new year with the 
Broadway hit Shrek The Musical at Michael 
J. Fox Theatre in Burnaby. Based on the 
DreamWorks animated film, the musical 
follows everyone’s favourite ogre Shrek 
(Charlie Deagnon), his pal Donkey (Daniel 
Curalli), Princess Fiona (Maddie Livland), 
and Lord Farquaad (Stuart Barkley, a 
Douglas College graduate) as they perform 
catchy musical numbers, go on epic quests, 
and discover who they’re meant to be.
Shrek The Musical begins with seven-
year-old Shrek (Owen Scott) and seven-
year-old Princess Fiona (Ava Gil) being 
sent away by their families to an unknown 
future—including a secluded swamp for 
Shrek and a dragon-guarded tower for 
Princess Fiona. Many years later, a crowd 
of fairy-tale creatures take up residence 
in the swamp, so adult Shrek goes to find 
Lord Farquaad to make him remove the 
creatures. Along the way he meets Donkey, 
a lonely talking donkey in need of a friend. 
Lord Farquaad makes a deal with Shrek 
that if the ogre can rescue Princess Fiona 
from the tower for him, he’ll give Shrek the 
deed to the swamp. Shrek rescues Princess 
Fiona, but she isn’t the typical damsel in 
distress and has more in common with 
Shrek than meets the eye.
There were brightly coloured and 
elaborate set designs for Shrek’s swamp, 
Princess Fiona’s tower, Lord Farquaad’s 
castle, a variety of forests, and more. 
The stage is spacious enough for large 
choreographed dance numbers such as 
“Morning Person”: early-riser Princess Fiona 
meets the Pied Piper (Thomas Chan) and 
a bunch of tap dancers with plush rats on 
their tap shoes, and they all dance around 
the stage. There are also several numbers 
where all of the fairy tale creatures perform 
together, and the final numbers feature 
the entire cast. When the show requires 
characters to move around even more, they 
venture out into the aisles—immersing 
audience members in the performance.
Some of the musical numbers will be 
familiar to fans of the film, such as “What’s 
Up Duloc?”—an extended version of the 
film’s “Welcome to Duloc”—and closing 
number, The Monkees’ “I’m a Believer.” 
The show also introduces new character 
backstories through songs, such as “Big 
Bright Beautiful World” for Shrek, “I Know 
it’s Today” for Princess Fiona, and the 
“Ballad of Farquaad” for Lord Farquaad.
Curalli, a local actor and instructor 
at Place des Arts in Coquitlam, joined 
Align Entertainment as Rooster in 
the company’s production of Annie 
in February 2019. After having a great 
experience with the team, he auditioned 
for Shrek The Musical and landed the role 
of his favourite character, Donkey.
 “He’s such a loveable little ball of 
energy, and he does and says such wild 
things, so it is really fun to play,” he said to 
the Other Press. “The characters from the 
film are so iconic now, so you do have to 
walk a fine line of trying to pay homage to 
the original characters so that the audience 
gets what they expect, but also make the 
character your own, because it is a slightly 
different story.”
Portraying Donkey is the first time 
Curalli has played an animal on stage, 
which he found requires a different style of 
acting from the usual human roles.
“The physicality is what made this 
role different from a lot of others,” he said. 
“As a tall actor, I didn’t want to stand taller 
than Shrek, so I had to bend my knees, but 
the constant knee bend added something 
to the way Donkey moved around. It 
mimicked the kind of hind legs you would 
see on a donkey. I also knew that I wouldn’t 
have any hands to speak of, so everything 
had to be done without fingers.”
Shrek The Musical was Align 
Entertainment’s first show in 2014. The 
company decided to return to the classic to 
celebrate its tenth show, which has drawn 
in crowds for multiple sold-out shows this 
month.
“It’s a great story,” Curalli said. “The 
clever jokes that are all over the place, the 
wonderful story of brotherhood between 
Donkey and Shrek, and the timeless 
message of just being yourself and people 
loving you for who you are.”
Align Entertainment’s next production 
will be in September 2020. It is an original 
show called Revue-sical The Musical, and it 
will feature a compilation of the company’s 
previous shows—such as Legally Blonde The 
Musical and The Addams Family Musical 
Comedy. Next February, the company will 
present Seussical The Musical.
Share laughs and love at ‘Shrek the Musical’




















If you’re a DC comic book fan, then the current superhero television shows from 
Batwoman all the way to Arrow are a perfect 
pastime. What’s even more fun are the 
crossover series—featuring heroes from 
all these shows! With the recent ensemble 
TV special Crisis on Infinite Earths having 
concluded this January, here is a list ranking 
its five episodes from best to worst.
The best: “Batwoman”
Part two stands out the most in the entire 
series because of how it develops the story 
arc of Batwoman (Ruby Rose). The episode 
adds more layers to this young vigilante 
through a growing friendship with Supergirl 
(Melissa Benoist). Moreover, Rose explores 
her character’s convictions as a hero—
developing her growth from the TV series 
that aired last year.
In addition to Batwoman, the episode 
has the most memorable cameos of icons 
from DC Comics films or TV. Each cameo 
has substantial screen time, allowing 
viewers to appreciate their interactions with 
the main characters. Part two also has a 
main plot balanced with its subplots, thanks 
to adequate editing and screenwriting. 
The action sequences are decent and the 
soundtrack that conveys the right tone for 
each scene. On top of that, Jon Cryer plays 
supervillain Lex Luthor surprisingly well—
he’s quite the charismatic schemer. Overall, 
this episode surpasses the other parts of the 
series with all its enjoyable takeaways.
Second best: “The Flash” 
Part three raises the stakes of the story 
well and has even pacing. There is also 
some tension between characters—it is 
used to humanize them, making them 
imperfect superheroes. However, there 
are some supporting characters, such as 
Tom Cavanagh as Pariah—the emotionally 
detached ally of the heroes—that are two-
dimensional. In addition, the story has some 
twists, but bears similarities to the plot from 
Avengers: Infinity War.
The best things the episode has to offer 
are the appearance of Cress Williams as 
Black Lightning, and Flash (Grant Gustin) 
working with his own team of heroes: Cisco 
Ramon (Carlos Valdes) and Caitlin Snow 
(Danielle Panabaker). The cooperation 
of the gang brings fun to the episode, 
especially with the empowering soundtrack 
that keeps you excited. Moreover, Williams’ 
performance is cool and confident. Black 
Lighting and the Flash bond through their 
shared pain and struggles as superheroes, 
giving the episode great emotional depth. 
Average: “Arrow”
Part four provides the much-needed 
background of the heroes’ stoic and 
omniscient ally, the Monitor (LaMonica 
Garrett). However, there are many scenes 
with sudden and misplaced one-liners from 
characters that hinder the story’s pacing. 
The episode suffers due to awkward editing 
and a weak script. In addition to these 
issues, the Anti-Monitor (also played by 
Garrett) as the main villain draws irksome 
parallels to Thanos from the Avengers 
franchise.
Contrary to the title of the episode, 
the focus is less on the titular Green Arrow 
(Stephen Amell) and more on the Flash—
his personal journey is the center. The Green 
Arrow is featured through the relatable 
friendship the two heroes share. The 
action sequences suffer from fast camera 
movements that make it hard to process 
what is unfolding; smoother shots should 
have been used for better flow. Furthermore, 
part four has the most hilarious cameo 
of the series from Ezra Miller as the 
Flash from Zack Snyder’s Justice League. 
However, Miller’s presence raises a lot of 
questions from fans about the validity of his 
character’s connection to the series.
Second worst: “Supergirl” 
The major problem with this episode is that 
there are so many overwhelming visuals. 
Abrupt cuts between scenes rush the 
story’s world building in favour of quickly 
gathering all the heroes for their crossovers. 
Despite some cool cameos for fans, the 
visual effects are at best passable. The plot 
has bland exposition and dry supporting 
characters. Even the action sequences are 
difficult to process due to unsteady camera 
work and editing (once again).
On the bright side, the cast has good 
chemistry that allows for meaningful light-
hearted moments—and even the more 
serious scenes. The saving grace of part one 
is the family bond between Supergirl and 
Superman (Tyler Hoechlin), it adds some 
genuine realism to the story.
The worst: “DC’s Legends of Tomorrow” 
Part five is the weakest of the series because 
of its ridiculous elements. In one sequence, 
the heroes contend with a giant toy bear 
that causes mayhem on the city streets. 
Regardless of the intentions of the story 
to be campy, this bizarre plot point has no 
place in the crossover. If that is not enough, 
the characters even fight an equally giant 
Anti-Monitor that makes the climax akin to 
that of a Power Rangers movie. 
Still, the episode briefly explores the 
consequences of the events from part four 
and the personal hurts the characters 
experience. In doing so, the story’s offers a 
perspective on what it means to cope with 
changes made in our lives. Despite even 
more good cameos and a heartwarming 
conclusion, this episode feels unnecessary, 
since part four technically already brought 
the entire series full circle.
Lex Luthor versus a toy bear
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Occasionally, a TV show will break from its format and do something different. 
Sometimes, it can be a high concept 
episode—like a musical episode. Other 
times, it can be a fully-animated episode. 
But, in the pantheon of high concept and 
very special episodes of TV, there is one 
common episode type that is universally 
hated: the dreaded clip-show episode. 
Often rated the worst episode of many 
a show’s run, the clip show would consist 
of a thin plot surrounded by previous 
moments of the series. The practice was 
more commonly used in comedies due to 
the genre’s ability to cut joke scenes out 
and stick them together. The result was 
usually a Frankenstein’s monster—the 
episode should have been burned before 
the thunder struck. Some clip shows, like 
the Seinfeld and Saturday Night Live ones, 
are not that bad. Yet others—like the ones 
on this list—are a downright insult. 
“All Singing, All Dancing” Season Nine, 
Episode 11: The Simpsons
When it comes to the best television shows 
ever made, very few can top The Simpsons. 
The show’s early seasons, which many call 
the golden age, are filled with some of the 
best and most quotable TV episodes of all 
time. However, the ninth season contains 
an episode that is widely regarded as the 
worst episode of the show’s golden age, 
and one of the worst episodes in the show’s 
entirety. An episode consisting of the 
show’s best musical moments, the episode 
sticks out like a sore thumb amongst the 
classics of the era. At least it’s not as bad as 
“Lisa Goes Gaga.”
“The Banker” Season Six, Episode 14: 
The Office (US)
For clip shows, you can really categorize 
them into two eras: before YouTube was 
created… and after YouTube was created 
in 2005. When YouTube came around, the 
idea of the clip show became somewhat 
obsolete. That’s what makes this episode 
so egregious. The episode centres on a 
representative of a potential buyer for 
Dunder Mifflin. The worst rated episode of 
any Office episode, it consists of clips and 
montages that have been done much better 
by fans on YouTube. If the rep had to watch 
this episode to evaluate whether to buy in 
on The Office, he would surely walk away.
“My Night to Remember” Season Six, 
Episode 11: Scrubs
This Scrubs clip-show episode is bad… but 
for a unique set of reasons. In this episode, 
Dr. Cox is bald after having a full head of 
hair in the previous episode and no one 
comments on it. In the next episode, “My 
Fishbowl,” he is fully quaffed again. This 
is because the episodes were aired out of 
order—Cox shaves his head as a way of 
dealing with nurse Lavern’s non-responsive 
coma. There is a whole long four episodes 
between “My Long Goodbye” and this one, 
leaving fans in the dark about bald Cox. 
The episode revolves around the 
cast remembering great moments of 
the previous six years as they deal with 
a patient suffering from amnesia. They 
don’t even transition to their clips well—
with one transition involving The Janitor 
trying to prank people with a flatlining 
noisemaker… and then just turning on 
a boom box and says “let’s dance.” This 
episode may have been aired out of order, 
but in reality, it probably should have just 
been shuffled to the DVD as an exclusive… 
not a full-length episode.
Various episodes in seasons 13 and 14: 
MADtv
In-between seasons 12 and 13, MADtv 
had to move into a newer and cheaper 
studio. This news was likely only given to 
them late in the off season, as it is the only 
explanation as to why they began their 13 
season with four straight clip shows. Not 
only were these clip shows bad, but they 
mostly consisted of snips from the last 
three seasons… which you could already 
find on YouTube. They tried to gussy 
them up by bringing in guest stars such as 
Survivor host Jeff Probst and Perez Hilton 
(remember him?) but nothing could cover 
up that this was a cheap stalling tactic 
until they could move into their new 
studio. The show must have saved a lot 
of money with these episodes though, as 
the next season also had four clip shows, 
including the show’s series finale. They 
were spread out at least this time, but that 
just meant that over the course of two 
seasons, 8 out of their 33 episodes were 
clip shows. That means that the series 
was essentially 25 percent clip show over 
those two seasons. Had the show not been 
cancelled, the show’s fifteenth season 
may have consisted entirely of clip shows. 




 › Revisiting some of the worst TV clip 































Got a good scoop? Engaged in the college community? 
The Other Press is looking for a News Editor.  
Pay: $117.50 per issue 
Send your resume, writing samples, or questions over to  
editor.otherpress@gmail.com 
Write for the Udder Press! 
The Other Press is hiring for Humour Editor. 
Pay: $113.50 per issue 
Send your resume, writing samples, 
or questions about the position to 
editor.otherpress@gmail.com
The Other Press is hiring!
Get paid to draw! 
The Other Press is looking for Staff Illustrators 
Send your resume, drawing samples, or questions 
to editor.otherpress@gmail.com






As a proud humanities kid, I can tell you that the one constant of my 
post-secondary education wasn’t stressing 
over exams or forgetting the name of that 
person who’s been sitting next to you for 
weeks—no, the one recurring theme of 
every college class is everyone’s favourite 
philosopher-econo ist-revolutionary, Karl 
Marx. Despite what one might assume, 
Marx’s relevance isn’t just limited to the 
humanities. The trick to school is that you 
can bring Marx up in literally every single 
class, for every single subject! Awe all of 
your instructors and show them you truly 
understand course material by tying each 
new concept you learn back to Marx. Seize 
the means of producing the highest grades 
with the help of our beloved Father of 
Communism!
Philosophy 101
This one’s really easy because he’s liter lly 
on the syllabus for this class. Don’t be 
afraid to just keep bringing him up in 
every discussion, even though he was only 
relevant for that one reading you did three 
weeks ago. When your professor tries to 
tell you “No, you can’t write your final essay 
as a critical comparison of Marxism and 
Confucianism because you already did your 
last two essays comparing Machiavelli and 
Socrates to Marx,” just tell them they’re 
too alienated from their own labour to 
recognize your metaphysical genius. 
Invertebrate Biology
Invertebrate organisms and human 
civilizations basically go through the same 
evolutionary processes. Every time the 
professor discusses the life cycle stages of 
an insect, casually mention the parallels 
to society’s stages of development from 
hunter-gatherer to feudalism to capitalism 
and so on. Now, just wait for your GPA to 
metamorphose into its final form.
World Geography
World capital? Bugger that, we hate capital! 
Anyway, all sociopolitical divisions and 
arbitrary national borders arise from 
economic circumstances and the political 
superstructures underlining the conversion 
of raw materials into labour, so once we 
overthrow the bourgeoisie it’s all a wash 
anyway. 
Music Theory
I mean, you could go the legit route and 
argue for a critical analysis about Marx’s 
influence on early twentieth century 
expressionism, especially with the atonality 
of composers like Schoenberg as a reaction 
against classical hierarchical structures… 
or just write a catchy song about the 
impending communist revolution. 
Now, what rhymes with “dialectical 
materialism?”
Marketing
Oh boy, have I got a Communist Manifesto 
to sell to you! All for the low price of your 
individual property rights and the shackles 
of classist oppression.
Busines  Management
Normally doing group work sucks, but 
this time you can employ your Marxian 
expertise to p wn off all w rk to your group 
members, take all the credit for the ork, 
then explain to them that you’re simply 
illustrati g the alienating effects of the 
divide betw en labourer and capitalist. 
Now get back to that Pow rPoint, pr le.
Modern Languages: Basic Japanese
“Konnichiwa, watashi wa proletariat 
revolution.”
Marx for marks
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Healthy and tasty recipes that save time
The fun in using checklists
What's happening?
Morgan Hannah
Life & Style Editor
They say breakfast is the most important meal of the day, but lunch is the dish 
we often neglect. Trying to find the time for 
a healthy lunch alongside work and classes 
can be a challenge. It’s often thought that a 
day has to be devoted to future meal prep 
to make this feat happen, but here are three 
lunches which can be put together in ten 
minutes or less to prove that theory wrong!
Egg and Avocado Toast
Another avocado toast recipe! Yay! You can 
never have too many avocado toast recipes, 
especially with how healthy and quick they 
are.
Ingredients:
• 2 eggs, hardboiled
• 2 bread slices, toasted
• 1 avocado 
1/8 a teaspoon red pepper flakes
• 1 radish, sliced 
1 tablespoon chives, chopped
• salt and pepper to taste 
lemon juice to taste
Method:
Put bread in toaster, then combine 
peeled hard-boiled eggs and avocado in 
a bowl. Mash bowl contents with a fork. 
Add in the red pepper flakes and a pinch of 
salt and pepper. Spread the mixture on the 
toast. Top each piece with the radish slices 
and the chives. Sprinkle on an additional 
pinch of salt and pepper. Spritz with lemon 
juice and serve.
Greek Yogurt Chicken Salad Sandwich 
This recipe came about in the spur of the 
moment. I ran out of mayo and didn’t want 
to run to the store, so I used the next best 
thing I could think of… Greek yogurt. And 
you know what? I don’t miss the mayo! 
Great for breakfast or lunch, the yogurt, 
fruit, and chicken pair so well together!
Ingredients:
• 2 bread slices
• 2 cups rotisserie chicken
• 1/2 cup red onion, diced
• 1/2 cup apple, diced
• 1/2 cup grapes, halved
• 1/4 cup dried cranberries
• 1/4 cup almonds, slivered 
• 1/2 cup plain Greek yogurt
• 1 tablespoon lemon juice
• 1/2 teaspoon onion powder 
a few leaves of lettuce
• salt and pepper to taste
Method:
In a large bowl, combine chicken, red 
onion, apple, grapes, dried cranberries, 
sliced almonds, Greek yogurt, lemon juice, 
and onion powder. Salt and pepper to taste. 
Serve sandwiches on bread with chicken 
and lettuce.
Asian Chicken Salad
This recipe is so dang easy and modifiable. 
You can serve it up for a large crowd, 
or you can put it together on any given 
weeknight. And it’s crazy healthy too! 
Note: it is not required, but for best 
flavour, marinate chicken for at least two 
hours—turning the bag occasionally.
Ingredients:
• 2 pounds skinless chicken thighs
• 1 cup teriyaki sauce
• 1 and 1/2 tablespoons canola oil
• salt and ground black pepper
• 1 head romaine, roughly chopped
• 2 cups red cabbage, shredded
• 1 1/2 cups carrots, chopped
• 3/4 cup crunchy chow mein noodles
• 1 can (11-ounce) mandarin oranges, 
drained
• 1/2 cup cashews, roasted
• 1/2 cup fresh cilantro, chopped 
• 4 green onions, sliced
Ingredients for peanut dressing:
• 5 tablespoons peanut butter
• 2 tablespoons reduced sodium soy sauce
• 1 and 1/2 tablespoons rice wine vinegar
• 1 tablespoon of brown sugar
• 1 onion or shallot, mince
Method:
In a small bowl, whisk together peanut 
butter, soy sauce, rice wine vinegar, brown 
sugar, shallot, and 1/4 cup warm water 
until smooth. Place in the refrigerator 
until ready to serve. Preheat grill to 
medium heat. Add chicken to grill, and 
cook—turning occasionally, until chicken 
is completely cooked through… about 10 
minutes.
To assemble the salad, place romaine 
lettuce in a large bowl and top with 
chicken, cabbage, carrots, cooked chow 
mein noodles, mandarin oranges, cashews, 
cilantro, and green onions. Pour the peanut 
dressing on top of the salad and gently toss 
to combine.
Lunches made in ten minutes or less
 › Healthy and tasty recipes that save time
Morgan Hannah
Life & Style Editor
The pursuit of happiness is overrated. I’m only interested in the pursuit of 
conquering pain. That is the only true 
way of finding happiness… sitting with 
everything, accepting it, and then letting 
it all go.
I was inspired to write this line after 
reading internationally bestselling author 
Mark Manson. His book Everything is 
F*cked has changed the way I will look at 
the endlessly cliché phrase “the pursuit 
of happiness.” I used to be obsessed with 
happiness and, like many other people, 
found myself pursuing it all the time. I 
would fall victim to #selfcare and YOLO, 
thinking that I must be the exception.
 I thought that I had a life chalk 
full of purpose—life is short so I should 
do everything I can to make it a wild 
ride. Make interesting choices. Eat that 
chocolate. Take that dance class. Kiss that 
boy. Blah, blah, blah. All I found was myself 
sitting with was that impenetrable feeling 
of “what next?” and “there’s got to be 
more,” when the reality is, there isn’t more. 
That is hope talking. And if I’ve learned 
anything from Manson’s book, it is to not 
waste time hoping. Hope is meaningless 
and fabricated by us to make ourselves 
feel more special or powerful. A means to 
an end. To give ourselves a purpose. It is 
useless to hope for better, as Manson says, 
“just be better.” It really is that easy. 
The main takeaways I found from 
his book are that as a species, we must 
create tools that promote greater character 
and maturity rather than diversions 
from growth, we need to learn to treat 
people as a means to an end, and we need 
to encourage antifragility rather than 
enabling this uber aggressive everyone’s-
a-winner attitude. We are progressing the 
world into a bubble where we stall growth 
in favour of protecting everyone’s feelings. 
We need to cut down on that fake freedom 
and learn to commit to reality. Commit 
to our friends, family, jobs, and ourselves. 
And that means sitting the fuck down and 
dealing with our pain in order to move on 
from it rather than trying to numb it with 
all our excuses and diversions. As Manson 
puts it in “Chapter 7: Pain is the Universal 
Constant” (my favourite chapter): “When 
we pursue pain, we are able to choose 
what pain we bring into our lives. And 
this choice makes the pain meaningful—
and therefore, it is what makes life feel 
meaningful.” Talk about wow. I think this 
makes a lot of sense.
Without pain, there is no joy, and 
because of that we must have a respect for 
the beauty of pain. If you’re interested in 
finally feeling content and knowing the true 
meaning of happiness, I highly encourage 
picking up a copy of Manson’s book, 
Everything Is F*cked. I also highly encourage 
looking at your life, finding those sore spots, 
and not hiding from them anymore. It may 
seem difficult or uncomfortable, but you 
cannot grow into the best version of yourself 
by remaining comfortable.
How to change your perspective 
to control your life



























How to get better sleep
By Jacey Gibb, Distribution Manager
From A to Zzz
zzzzz
Can I ask you a personal question? How did you sleep last night? Did you wake up this 
morning feeling refreshed and fully charged? 
Were your dreams mildly entertaining, but also 
subdued enough to not be distracting?
Or did you have trouble sleeping? Tossing 
and turning for what felt like hours. Maybe 
your neighbours were being loud, or perhaps 
you went to a concert and didn’t get home 
until late?
Sleep doesn’t look or feel like it should be 
complicated. Seriously, just get a person to 
lay still-ish for a few hours, and they wake up 
feeling more rested than before. But the act 
of sleeping (what happens when we close our 
eyes) is actually a lot more complicated—and 
it’s surprisingly easy to mess up.
What happens when you fall asleep?
Before diving too far into what affects your 
sleep, we need to talk about sleeping actually 
is. 
Our bodies—along with other animals, 
plants, and even fungi—are dictated by a 
series of subtle systems known as circadian 
rhythms, which operate on roughly 24-hour 
schedules. Our circadian rhythm is responsible 
for things like producing melatonin, a sleep-
inducing hormone, the darker it gets outside. 
We also associate increasing daylight outside 
as a sign to wake up, which you can also thank 
your circadian rhythm for.  
When we doze off, our bodies and brains 
are undergoing a lot more activity than it 
appears. Our brain experiences two kinds of 
sleep: rapid-eye movement (REM) sleep and 
non-REM sleep. 
During the non-REM cycle, we experience 
light sleep: our breathing slows, and our body 
temperatures drop. Next, our brain cycles into 
REM sleep. Our eyes move rapidly behind 
closed lids, and our brain activity actually 
spikes to levels similar to that of waking brains. 
This is when our dreaming occurs, and our 
legs and arms are temporarily paralyzed to 
prevent us from physically reacting to said 
dreams.
The REM cycle then leads back into a 
period of non-REM, and the process repeats 
itself multiple times throughout a night.
Why do we need sleep?
The average adult requires between seven 
and nine hours of sleep each night, and on 
a consistent basis. If you’re older than 64, 
you might require less sleep, while teenagers 
require slightly more than nine hours a night. 
This number will vary between individuals, but 
chances are your happy number is somewhere 
in there.
If someone gets fewer than the hours 
they personally need, this is known as “sleep 
debt,” which is a surprisingly polarizing topic 
in the sleep field. Some experts argue there’s 
no way to properly recover sleep debt; others 
say a solid weekend sleep-in can help a person 
return to their baseline.
Humans need these seven to nine hours 
for multiple reasons. For starters, while we’re 
asleep our bodies grow muscle and repair 
tissues that may have been injured throughout 
the day. We also produce and release proteins 
called cytokines, which contribute to our 
overall immune system. (One reason why it’s 
important to get lots of sleep while you’re 
sick.)
Sleep is also when our brain takes 
information from the previous day, considered 
short-term or working memory, and helps 
transform it into long-term memories. And 
while a proper sleep schedule comes with all 
these benefits, disrupting that sleep can have 
just as many consequences. 
After a night or two of poor sleep, a 
person can experience reduced alertness or a 
hazy memory. Long-term sleep deprivation is 
associated with higher risks of a heart attack 
or stroke, diabetes, and high blood pressure. 
The reduced alertness can also lead to 
safety concerns. In fact, a 2010 report from 
the Canadian Council of Motor Transpiration 
Administrators cited “driver fatigue” as the 
cause of nearly 20 percent of fatal car crashes.
The Centers for Disease Control also 
reported that those who slept less than seven 
hours a night “were more likely to report 
being obese, physically inactive, and current 
smokers” as opposed to their better-slept 
counterparts. 
And yet, when our schedules pick up or 
become unbalanced, sleep is often the first 
thing to suffer.
How to improve your sleep
So now that you know more about sleep, 
let’s get into how to improve yours. One of 
the most consistently referred to ways of 
improving sleep: establishing a nighttime 
routine and sticking to it. 
Your circadian rhythm already dictates a 
natural wakeup/bedtime window, but hone in 
on the specifics. If you don’t set an alarm on 
the weekend, what time do you naturally wake 
up around? Take this time, rewind by 8 to 9 
hours, and this should be your go-to bedtime. 
To help establish this as a true routine, try 
to stick to the same bed and wakeup times 
regardless of work or other schedules.
Remember earlier when I mentioned 
that your body produces the sleep-inducing 
melatonin in response to darkness outside? 
Ensure you’re not counterbalancing this 
by using bright lights inside. Keep rooms 
relatively dark while you’re winding down for 
the evening. 
Melatonin is also cited as a reason to 
avoid electronics and screens before going 
to bed. The light given off by electronics can 
interfere with melatonin production, while 
they also provide a lot of mental stimulation. 
It’s recommended avoiding electronics or 
any screens that give off light up to an hour 
before bedtime.
Speaking of things to avoid, any stimulants 
such as booze or caffeine are a no go, if you 
want to ensure a good night’s sleep. What’s 
a good alternative if you’re winding down 
and want something to sip on? The internet’s 
full of recommendations, such as warm milk, 
chamomile tea, or even cherry juice—but 
approach with caution: I couldn’t find a 
single, scientifically-supported list of bedtime 
beverages, but rather countless articles 
boasting miracle side effects. In general, if it’s 
free from caffeine and sugar, it’s a suitable 
drink for before bed.
Another bit of useful info comes from 
Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for Insomnia 
or “CBT-I.” You’ve probably heard a lot of the 
theory and practices associated with CBT-I, 
even if the name’s unfamiliar.
One element of CBT-I is “stimulus control 
instructions,” which looks at reducing any 
actions potentially affecting someone’s 
sleep. A common example is avoiding 
your bedroom until it’s time to sleep. This 
apparently helps your brain to associate bed 
only with sleeping. It also suggests keeping 
your bedroom a calmer space, free from too 
much artwork or anything else that could be 
considered overly stimulating. 
If you keep your bedroom a calm, neutral 
space, and avoid it except for sleeping, CBT-I 
says you’ll have better, more regular sleeping 
patterns.
My final tip for optimizing sleep is to have 
your bedroom slightly cooler. A study from 
There’s a podcast for that
From A to Zzz
zzzzz
Long-term sleep deprivation is associated 
with higher risks of a heart attack or stroke, 
diabetes, and high blood pressure.
2012 titled “Effects of thermal environment 
on sleep and circadian rhythm” explored 
the relationship between temperatures and 
the various sleep stages and found that 
heat exposures increased wakefulness and 
decreased the non-REM and REM cycles, 
while cold exposure “does not affect sleep 
stages.” Having a slightly cooler bedroom will 
help avoid the negative impacts that warmer 
bedrooms might have.
And if that doesn’t work…
Look, it doesn’t matter how many dozens of 
chamomile teas you’ve glugged, or if you’ve 
avoided screens all day. Sometimes it’s just 
hard falling asleep.
As someone who loves to overthink 
things once I’m in bed, I’ve encountered 
more than a few approaches to help folks fall 
asleep. One strategy comes from cognitive 
scientist Luc Beaudoin, who suggests a 
“cognitive shuffling” or word game. To start, 
think of a random word without a lot of 
meaning to it, such as spoon. Then, think of 
another object that starts with S, and visualize 
it in your mind for 10 to 15 seconds. Next, 
pick a different object that starts with S, and 
repeat the process. The idea here is it gives 
enough of a task to focus on without being 
too engrossing.
Another strategy is from Dr. Andrew Weil 
and is known as the “4-7-8” method. This one 
claims to increase the levels of oxygen in your 
body, which can help your body relax. Put the 
tip of your tongue on the roof of your mouth, 
right above your front teeth. Exhale through 
your mouth, then close your mouth and 
breathe until four through your nose. Hold 
your breath until seven, then breathe out your 
mouth for an eight count. Repeat this cycle 
for three more times, though hopefully you’ll 
need less.
The last strategy I have for you is the 
one I’ve used nightly for the past two years. 
Focus in on your toes, and then take a deep 
breath in, and as you breathe out, feel your 
toes relax. Next, focus on a spot a bit higher 
than your toes, such as the start of your foot, 
and take another deep breath in, and as you 
exhale, feel that part of your foot relaxing. 
Slowly make your way up your body, feeling 
each part relax as you exhale. I originally 
thought this method was the one often cited 
as being used in the military but turns out 
they’re very different. (Search Relax and Win: 
Championship Performance for that one.)
Getting crappy sleep is terrible, so 
hopefully you’ve learned a few things to help 
you get a good night’s sleep tonight. If not, 
Venmo me $5 and I can come over and read 
you detail-orientated notes from my D&D 
campaign to lull you to sleep.
Like any other topic in 2020, there are dozens of podcasts rooted on 
helping you get to sleep. Some focus on deep breathing and meditation, 
while others construct dull stories meant to bore you to sleep. Here are a few 
recommendations to help listen your way to slumberland.
Sleep with Me: host Drew Ackerman tells boring, meandering stories in a 
monotone voice, intentionally designed to have listeners nod off. Sounds a lot 
like some of my first-year professors at Douglas.
Deep Energy 2.0: Compilations of soothing soundscapes meant to relax 
you. Deep Energy 2.0 benefits from a longer runtime, though the volume on 
their ads can be a bit jarring. 
Game of Drones: Sleep with Me host Ackerman returns with his signature 
monotone, except this time he’s recapping the fantasy show Game of Thrones. 
(Ever heard of it?)
Sleepy: the secret weapon here is host Otis Gray’s low baritone voice, which 
he uses to read classic tales, ranging from Greek myths to Oliver Twist.
Nothing Much Happens: “Let’s get sleepy,” boasts the Nothing Much 
Happens webpage. Part of the meandering storytime club, Kathryn Nicolai 
employs her background as a meditation and yoga teacher to tell soft, calming 
stories, and even repeats the story a second time in a slower voice.
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You may be skeptical that I know what I’m talking about, but checklists are 
fun! They provide us with the luxury 
of an effortless memory of the million 
crazy academic things in our brain. 
How else would we be kept on track and 
progressing? The process of a checklist can 
offer us some sense of pride in our daily 
grind. How fun is that? Really fun!
For me, a checklist is life! I wouldn’t 
be confident without it. Using checklists 
can really save your butt, especially if 
you’re taking lots of courses. Last summer 
semester, I took five courses. It was 
really tough at the time, and not using a 
checklist would clearly be absurd. Sure, 
you can use course syllabuses as your 
main guide, but in my opinion you’ll end 
up confused because you have to flip 
through a lot, and you have to read some 
unnecessary stuff that might make you 
worry. Making your own comprehensive 
list is the best option. Literally organizing 
our lives into a few narrow margins could 
have the effect of making our activities 
seem small, easy, and manageable. 
Checklists have a long history of 
being totally vital to people, especially in 
important careers. In jobs where making 
mistakes are fatal—for example, doctors 
and pilots—the simple tool of a checklist 
has already saved so many lives. The US 
Army Air Corps used checklists for safety. 
Errors fell… so then checklists became 
mandatory. The infamous World Health 
Organization (WHO) 19-point Surgical 
Safety Checklist was first tested with eight 
hospitals in 2008, and resulted in around 
33 to 40 percent less deaths and issues in 
hospitals that used the simple technology 
of the list. The test was repeated with more 
hospitals in 2012 to 2017 with similar results 
(about 22 percent). 
You can use whatever format you want; 
you can do it chronologically, or you can 
base it on how important the activity is. This 
kind of flexibility and personability are a few 
of the things I love about making checklists. 
There are those that are written on cute tiny 
papers; those on a laptop or smartphone 
apps; and those that are pre-made and 
maybe printed. I personally use those grey 
recycled papers that are found on every 
computer tower top in the library of the 
Coquitlam campus. I really like using those 
papers because, ultimately, they’re free. 
And at the of the day—when your 
checklist is all ticked off—you feel this 
fulfillment that makes you proud. When 
you feel that, give yourself a humble pat on 
the back… because you deserve it! 
The fun in using checklists
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We are flying through the year and that chilly, frosty weather has almost packed its bags 
and hopped on over to  
Calgary for a long visit. In the meantime, here’s 
some activities and events to get your blood 
pumping and keep you warm this end of winter 
and early spring! 
Nineteenth Annual Talking Stick Festival
• Date: Until February 29 
Location: Various locations in Vancouver 
• Time: Various times based on locations 
• Price: Depending on show free, $15 to $30 per 
show, exclusive tickets $250
Talking Stick Festival is a lively celebration 
of Indigenous arts. Come see dances, music, 
powwow, films, and visual arts at this festival that 
is on its nineteenth year of celebration! According 
to the Talking Stick Fest website, “this year’s 
theme is hən̓əm̓stəmxw tə syəθ” (pronounced 
huh-num-stoh teh see-yahl), which translates to 
‘Using Tradition.’ ”
The Confucius Institute: Cultural Exchange or 
Political Propaganda?
• Date: February 26
• Location: The University of British Columbia, 
Earth Sciences Building, Room 2012
• Time: Doors at 5:30 pm, Show at 6 to 8 pm
• Price: $10 per ticket online or at the door
In the Name of Confucius is a 52-minute 
documentary film that, according to the 
UBC Students for Freedom of Expression 
Facebook event page is “exposing the growing 
global controversies surrounding the Chinese 
government's multi-billion-dollar Confucius 
Institute (CI), a Chinese language program 
attaching to over 1600 foreign universities and 
schools around the world.”  
Come meet the documentary maker, Doris 
Lu an immigrant from mainland China, in a panel 
and ask her questions about this mind-expanding 
film. “Critical questions are encouraged.” Clive 
Ansley, retired prof of Chinese History and 
Chinese Law with 36 years of experience, and 
Josephine Chiu-Duke, History prof and specialist, 
will also be on the panel. 
OK Tinder—Swipe Right Comedy
• Date: February 27
• Location: The Improv Centre on Granville Island, 
1502 Duranleau St, Vancouver
• Time: 9:15 pm to 10:15 pm
• Price: $10.75 to $15.75 per ticket 
Miserable trying to date in Vancouver’s rough 
dating-scene terrain? Forget all the nature hike 
dates and awkward dinners, this improv show 
is sure to be the best Tinder-related experience 
you’ll ever have. This is the last showing of this 
improv show, so be sure not to miss it!
Festival of Light and Lantern Parade
• Date: February 28
• Location: Haney Place Mall, 11900 Haney Pl, 
Maple Ridge
• Time: Doors 4 to 8 pm
• Price: Free!
Bit of a drive out, but if you’ve ever watched the 
Disney movie Tangled, then you know the view 
of the lanterns flying in the sky will be worth it. 
So, make some carpool arrangements to come 
out to this family-oriented event and make a 
lantern! The website boasts that you can “watch 
amazing local cultural entertainment, listen to 
hometown poets, and join the Vancouver Lion 
Dancers for a parade with your lantern through 
Haney Place Mall!”
Hidden Wonders: A Speakeasy Magic 
Experience
• Date: March 1
• Location: 434 Columbia St, Vancouver (right 
beside Dr. Sun Yat Sen Classical Chinese Garden)
• Time: 7 pm to 8:15 pm
• Price: $35 to $60 per ticket
Shawn Farquhar’s show will astound, amuse, and 
astonish! Come out to Vancouver to see the man 
that has duped audiences and judges alike on 
Penn & Teller’s Fool Us! This guy has skills you 
literally can’t understand and probably will never 
understand—but that’s the magic of it! 
 › February 25 to March 1
Craig Allan
Staff Writer
This month comes with one of the rarest events that will happen. Occurring only 
three times this decade is a day where we 
look at our calendars and proclaim: “hmm, 
something looks different.” That’s because 
this year is the Leap Year, where one extra 
day is added onto February. Seeing as this 
only happens every four years, it should 
be something to celebrate! But, how does 
one celebrate Leap Day? What are the 
traditions? Is it a free day? Is it a send-off to 
The Purge… where all crime is legal for the 
whole day? Have no fear, as nothing like 
that is happening on this day (at least that I 
know of). There are better ways to celebrate 
the extra day we have on this earth. This 
article will give you some ideas on how to 
celebrate your Leap Day right.
Propose to your fella
Have that boyfriend—the one who just 
won’t put a ring on it? Well girlfriend, 
Leap Day is your day. As custom with 
Irish traditions, on February 29 the 
rules can be reversed, and a woman can 
propose marriage to a man. It is known as 
Bachelor’s Day. For those of you who are 
not in a relationship, this may be a good 
time to start, as for the women this is also 
the day where you can ask a man to dance 
with you. If the man refuses, then he must 
make up for his denial with a gift of a silk 
robe, or a pair of gloves. So, ladies, get ready 
to propose—even if he says no, you still get 
a nice pair of gloves out of it.
Doom and Gloom
For many cultures, Leap Day and the 
whole Leap Year are a cause for concern. 
Many cultures view the year as bad luck. 
For example, there will likely be fewer 
marriages in Greece this year because 
Leap Years are viewed in Greek culture as 
bad luck for a new marriage. In Scotland, 
farmers would worry about their sheep 
during Leap Years as they are seen as 
bad years for the herd. The saying “leap 
year was never a good sheep year” was 
spawned due to this idea. In Taiwan, the 
year is considered unlucky because of a 
superstition that parents are more likely to 
die in these years. 
With so many antiquated traditions 
associated with the Leap Year, maybe 
it’s time for some new traditions. Maybe 
Leap Day should be a day of celebration. 
A celebration that we get one more day to 
fix a problem. Or, we could make it a day 
to forgive someone who has brought us 
problems? We could also use it as a day 
to reflect on our last four years and set it 
as a mark to review our lives and better 
them for the next Leap Year. Whatever you 
do, don’t watch the movie Leap Year, as 
that movie may be the worst thing to be 
influenced by for the day.
Drink Up on this Cocktail
If a pair of gloves from your non-
reciprocated lover doesn’t dull a rejected 
proposal, maybe consider a drink inspired 
by the day. The Leap Day cocktail consists 
of 2/3 gin, 1/6 orange liqueur, 1/6 sweet 
vermouth, and a bit of lemon juice. It was 
created by bartender Harry Craddock at 
the famous Savoy Hotel in London in 1928 
for the celebration of Leap Day. What 
better tradition is there than an excuse to 
drink!
Travel to the Leap Year Capital of the 
World
If you are an avid traveller, then you 
may want to experience the event that 
only happens every four years. In the 
town of Anthony—on the New Mexico-
Texas border—Leap Day is celebrated so 
passionately that Anthony has earned the 
title of Leap Year Capital of the World. It 
started in 1988 when Mary Ann Brown and 
Birdie Lewis went to the town’s Chamber 
of Commerce with a proposal to celebrate 
Leap Day. The two shared a birthday on the 
unique and rare day so they figured they 
should make the day a giant birthday bash. 
The city agreed, and now it is a four-day-
long party celebrated with music and the 
love of one extra day. They additionally 
made a Worldwide Leap Year Birthday 
Club. So, if you were born on Leap Day—
especially if you were born on Leap Day 
and are named Anthony—this location is 
the vacation destination for you.
This decade offers one more day!
 › Here’s how you can spend your leap day
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I, like many other millennials, am a former Facebook opinion warrior. I 
recall what seems like an endless array of 
posted articles, shared videos, and joined 
groups just to type angrily about the 
world and the events in it. It was not long 
before I unearthed opinion warriors of the 
opposite tribe. 
Soon, we traded antagonistic posts 
and paragraphs, day in and day out, for 
what amounted to be no one's enjoyment. 
I remember clearly the thread of posts that 
led to the comment I’m turning over today: 
“Aside from peanut butter, what has a black 
man ever invented?” 
To this day the sneer in that comment 
still burns me; first, it isn’t true—second, 
the cocksure announcement that the 
greatest negro creation was a sandwich 
spread still gets under my skin, snaps at my 
ego, and forces me to wonder… what good 
has black history month really brought us?
Carter G. Woodson fought long 
and hard for black achievement to be 
recognized in North American history. He 
fought for the efforts, contributions, and 
talents of countless African Americans to 
be brought to the light of classrooms and 
the to the glory of children's minds. He 
fought to instill pride in a race subsumed 
by the hatreds of a culture that claims to 
have adopted them. And, what have we 
done with the spoils of his fight for Black 
History Month? What has become of the 
victory he strived for and the legacy he’s 
worked to illuminate? 
Black History Month has been limited 
to the criminally sanitized retelling of 
Martin Luther King Jr.’s life, a truncated 
version of Rosa Parks, a stunted retelling 
of Harriet Tubman's efforts, and the 
inclusion of peanut butter’s birth. Absent 
from Black History Month is the story of 
Toussaint Louverture's successful uprising 
in the French slave colony of Haiti: the 
only successful slave rebellion in recorded 
Western history. Denied are the legacies 
of Patricia Bath, the pioneer of laser eye 
surgery—and Vivien Thomas, the former 
head instructor at Johns Hopkins University 
and cardiac surgery innovator.
 Relegated to a place of disdain are any 
and every historic black leader which are 
at all too critical or unsympathetic to the 
white ruling class of their time. It is clear, 
then, that the shifting of black history from 
its quiet place in the closet to its short 28 
days in the sunshine is meant to placate and 
beguile the African diaspora into a pride 
big enough to feel like part of the dominant 
culture, but not big enough to see how little 
that cultures serves them.
Granted movies like the Hidden 
Figures have moved towards disabusing 
the contributions, history, and hard work 
of black people who may not be able to 
speak for themselves now… but a handful 
of Hollywood blockbusters and 28 days 
filled with half-hearted retellings of an 
oppressor-approved black history has not 
addressed the ignorance that scars too 
many minds today. 
Thusly, I vote to end the practice. Not 
because the goal was accomplished, but 
instead, because the tool no longer fits the 
problem. We cannot relegate President 
Barack Obama solely to Black History 
Month—nor can we pretend that the 
global influence of Jazz, Rock, and Rap 
can be shoehorned into a fifteen-minute 
explanation two days before Valentine’s. 
We certainly can’t facilitate the critical 
examination of both the black and white 
historical figures who played major roles in 
the battle for equality into the few short days 
before spring.
 Instead, it should be incorporated 
into regular school curriculum and 
addressed in its honest daily relevance. The 
problem is no longer to force dominant 
white culture to accept black history, but 
instead, to allow black culture and history 
to live independently and in full color—
separate from the shackles of acceptable 
white interpretation. 
It’s true, not all black history will 
pass the politically correct acceptability 
test, but it's high time that we subject it 
to that test… and destroy that test if it 
serves only to limit one's knowledge of 
self. As Carter G. Woodson once said: 
“Those who have no record of what 
their forebears have accomplished lose 
the inspiration which comes from the 
teaching of biography and history.”
What has Black History Month brought us?
 › The destruction of black history
It is clear, then, that the shifting of black 
history from its quiet place in the closet to 
its short 28 days in the sunshine is meant to 
placate and beguile the African diaspora.
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Prime Minister Justin Trudeau said after a cabinet meeting that he will find a 
“quick” and “peaceful” resolution to the 
recent Wet'suwet'en crisis. However, there 
are many reasons why this crisis will never 
achieve a peaceful or quick resolution. 
But first, let’s start with a brief overview of 
what’s going on with the Wet'suwet'en crisis.
On December 31, 2019 the RCMP 
were called to enforce a BC Supreme 
Court injunction approved on behalf of 
Coastal GasLink; their intentions were 
to establish a natural-gas pipeline in the 
unceded Wet'suwet'en territory. Although 
the RCMP and the gas company were in 
the legal position to enter the territory, 
this sparked conflict due to the fact 
that First Nations have a separate legal 
system long forgotten and neglected by 
Canadian governance. Today, as protests 
and rail blockades continue, a call for 
reconciliation and resolution is still at bay.
Now, this situation leaves PM 
Trudeau with little room to maneuver; 
whatever his proposed solution might 
be, it is still going to cause some ugly 
repercussions. If he chooses to acquiesce 
to First Nation laws, he will have no choice 
but to deal with the legal pressures of the 
corporate giants. If he instead chooses to 
follow Crown law however, he will then be 
faced with enormous pressures from the 
First Nations people… which has already 
garnered historic levels of global outcry. 
In a situation like this, I think the 
ultimate solution would be to make a 
binding law that would unify both the 
Crown and the First Nations’ law; in terms 
of laws and jurisdictions, two rules of law 
in a land simply won’t work. 
The Wet'suwet'en conflict is more 
akin to a clash between countries of power 
than a disagreement between neighboring 
provinces.  From a realist perspective, 
international relations, laws, and politics 
are all anarchic, as there is no single law 
that binds them all. 
Also, countries of power clearly 
aren’t ready to give up their pride nor 
compromise. Although this political 
perspective is widely criticized as cynic 
and evil, it is important to note that 
international conflicts are prevalent 
because, again, there are no laws that 
completely unify the world.
First Nations protest groups are 
sick and tired of this kind of treatment. 
Surrendering this fight is simply not 
an option for them. Likewise, Coastal 
GasLink is ready to fight for their rights to 
continue their pipeline because they know 
they are legally backed by the Crown. 
This all boils down to PM Trudeau 
and the federal governments impasse on 
whether to recognize Indigenous laws or 
follow the Crown’s law. But, regardless 
of what is chosen, they will not be free 
from consequences. Ultimately, a true and 
peaceful resolution can never be achieved 
with this kind of crisis.
Matthew Fraser
Opinions Editor
All too often the internet is a dirty place. The distance bridged by screens and 
keyboards—coupled with the anonymity 
of cyberspace—can encourage people to 
say things they know to be morally wrong, 
untrue, or discriminatory.
Simultaneously, prolonged exposure 
to this intellectual cesspool can motivate 
one to become a censor: a rogue vigilante 
meting out an order for silence from 
transgressors of ideological orthodoxy. It 
is not uncommon, then, for an article or 
tweet that states a position contrary to a 
certain group to be forcefully taken down.
 There is one conversation whose 
lines have been clearly drawn and whose 
battle flags are well known. Between 
November 2018 and January 2019, Harry 
Miller crossed those lines 31 times. During 
that time, Mr. Miller posted 31 gender-
critical tweets, to the offense of a British 
transgender woman identified in court 
proceedings as “Mrs. B.” 
Miller was soon contacted via phone 
(and at his job site) by the Humberside 
police department, who then intimated to 
him that his tweets were a “non-crime hate 
incident,” and that further tweets could 
result in real persecution. The first question 
we need to ask is, what did he tweet?
Well, he tweeted about trans woman 
and former Olympian Caitlin Jenner. 
He tweeted a series of snarky remarks 
about misgendering, and a joke about the 
transphobia of cancer. None of his tweets 
indicated violence. They could be argued 
to show prejudice, but they could also 
be argued to simply be a dark and wry 
humour—purposefully teasing towards 
those who are known to be aggressively 
staunch in their stance on the topic.
A judge ruled that those tweets were 
not in fact warrant for police to threaten 
Miller (a former officer himself) and that 
Miller had only expressed free speech, well 
within reasonable bounds. Miller himself 
admitted his tweets were gender critical, 
and as it was stated earlier, that his tweets 
did not constitute any form of crime. 
So, what exactly is the purpose of 
a “non-crime hate incident,” and how 
critical can one be before it is determined 
to be hate? When the lines are drawn by 
dogmatists, when any and every infraction 
is too far, then the issue has changed. 
It worryingly crosses the line into the 
enforcement of thought orthodoxy. There 
is nothing dangerous or violence-inciting 
in saying testicular cancer is transphobic 
when it affects women; yes the observation 
may be considered rude or very cold, but 
it’s clearly not a crime to say it. 
As simple as it may be to say any 
comment is “punching down,” the reality 
is never so clear and is extremely nuanced. 
Many comments on all ends of the 
political spectrum could be argued to be 
punching down in some sense. Though 
there are many tweets that deserve police 
attention, this was a case of over policing 
for certain.
Crown’s law versus First Nations’ law
Thirty-one transgressions
 › A ‘peaceful’ resolution can never happen with this kind of crisis
 › Censorship is unfortunately becoming more commonplace
What exactly is the purpose of a 
“non-crime hate incident?”
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I am single by choice. Honestly, I am happy making that choice and sticking by 
it. But that happiness lasts for 364 days of 
the year. There is one day—yes, Valentine’s 
Day—that is the one and only day where I 
sit and cry in my bathroom hoping I don’t 
have to go anywhere and wondering what 
punk decided to name this day “the day of 
love.” 
I have feel as lonely as I do on this 
terrifying day. People—let me correct 
myself—COUPLES have hyped this day 
so much that I see even the color of the 
sky turning pink and red. In hopes of 
avoiding everything, I made the worst 
decision of my life this year: I planned to 
work on Valentine’s. It would be fine if my 
workplace was a retail store or a corporate 
office… but I work at a restaurant and never 
before have my sad feelings become even 
more sad. 
To begin with, my dress code was 
red that night and so was the theme of 
the restaurant. The big tables were split 
into tables for two. And to make it even 
mushier, each one was decorated as if it 
was their first date. The drinks, dessert, 
and even the food was valentine themed. 
I feel sick to my stomach writing and 
remembering that sight.
If we are celebrating love for each 
other and relationships, why isn’t there an 
official day to celebrate self-love, or people 
who are big time single? The things that I 
see add more to my concern surrounding 
this sappy day.
1. Couples walking and sitting hand in 
hand 
Couples requested tables where they could 
awkwardly sit next to each other instead 
of facing each other. I mean, what’s wrong 
here? Is your partner that ugly or are you 
that horny that your fingers refuse to stay 
calm? The remaining days of the year you 
either don’t want to see your partner or just 
sit wherever and however you like… but 
suddenly, on this occasion, you want to sit 
next to each other and touch each other. 
Why.
2. The unpaid photographer
 If you ask me if I had a badge which said 
“photographer,” and I would say no. My 
restaurant did not advertise any such offer. 
Yet, the entire night, I was asked to take 
pictures of people I don’t know. And I was 
okay with this in the beginning… until 
every couple asked me to take a few shots 
while they kissed. My heart is still crying 
while I write this. Either you give me a kiss 
too or walk right out of my sight.
3. Decorations
 It wasn’t enough to see love being 
showered all over social media and 
between people around me. I must 
even see retail stores and malls were all 
decorated with roses and hearts. For once 
give single people a thought. There are 
people on this planet who have got no one 
to celebrate this day with, who are single. 
Put up a decoration for single people.
I am open to receiving 
recommendations of places to escape 
where even if I see couples, I just don’t 
hear the word Valentine or find color red 
anywhere. 
 
The day of the year I wish never existed














Local student Mary Knight has astounded peers and sleep scientists 
everywhere by being the first to enter a 
state of student hibernation.
Knight, a second-year student at 
Douglas College, reportedly went to sleep 
on the evening of Friday, February 14, and 
awoke on the morning of February 24 to 
discover that she had slept through the 
entire winter study break.
“I was sitting in bed and had opened 
a book to start studying, and I must have 
closed my eyes for a second because the 
next thing I knew it was Monday morning 
a week and a half later,” Knight told the 
Other Press.
Friends and family told reporters 
they had been a little concerned about 
not hearing from her for ten days, but 
that disappearing into her room for long 
stretches at a time wasn’t unheard of 
behaviour for Knight.
Knight’s roommate Amy Choi told 
reporters, “I thought she was just in 
her room re-watching Friends for the 
fourteenth time. I considered knocking to 
make sure she was okay, but she always gets 
really emotional during the finale of Season 
6 when Chandler and Monica get engaged 
so I didn’t want to interrupt her.”
Hibernation researchers and 
procrastination enthusiasts have been 
following Knight’s story closely in hopes of 
understanding the phenomenon. Anselm 
Nia, Director of the Yonge Association for 
Wintertime Nocturnality (YAWN), said the 
phenomenon of student hibernation has 
been theorized for decades, but this is the 
first confirmed case he’s heard of.
“It seems as if the very utterance of 
the phrase ‘study break’ has a profound 
effect on the student brain, triggering a set 
of chemical processes that cause higher-
level neurological activity to essentially 
cease for the duration of the break,” 
said Nia. “In fact, it’s been scientifically 
shown that simply being a student and 
spending enough time within a post-
secondary educational institute alters one’s 
brain chemistry. This is an evolutionary 
advantage that allows students to pull all-
nighters, and allows them to metabolize 
three energy drinks yet still fall asleep in 
the middle of a lecture.”
Knight had reportedly celebrated 
the start of the study break by eating an 
entire large pizza by herself, which YAWN 
theorizes had given her body enough 
calories to maintain itself in a state of 
suspended animation for over 160 hours.
“It’s probably helped by the 
combination of pineapple and cheese 
in the pizza, both foods proven to boost 
serotonin levels,” Nia said.
YAWN hopes that studying Knight’s 
case will allow them to better understand 
the psychological effects of the words 
“study break” on a student’s ability to get 
absolutely nothing productive done.
“What I really want to know, though, 
is how her bladder didn’t explode,” said 
Nia.
Knight said she isn’t surprised to 
find she’s the first human to successfully 
hibernate during this period of no class.
“I always thought my Patronus would 
be a squirrel, so it totally makes sense,” she 
said.
Reporters asked if she felt unprepared 
for heading back to class after missing 
an entire week supposedly dedicated to 
studying and catching up on assignments.
“I mean, it’s not like anyone else did 
anything useful either,” she said. “Now, 
if you’ll excuse me, I’m going to go start 
storing up energy for Easter weekend.”
Student hibernates through entire study break
 › Researchers stunned by pupil’s ability to get absolutely nothing done
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Life & Style Editor
One… Two… Three… My breathing is slow and deep. My skin is cool and 
tingles like menthol leaking throughout my body. Four… Five… with wide eyes 
and a weak war cry, I spin around, everything is a blur of red until it isn’t. 
Standing at five and a half feet tall with bumpy, dark green skin hanging 
loosely around a barrel-shaped body, is an unflattering, unknown creature. 
A strangled noise escapes me, like a balloon wheezing out the last of its air. 
I jam my hands into my hair and brush it back from my face as I stumble 
around a little to regain my footing. I cannot believe this, there’s an actual 
alien standing in front of me! Other Space Geographers brag about their 
vague encounters with other species, and, I mean, we do have alien languages 
built into the translator, so someone, somewhere, must’ve run into aliens at 
some point. But now I have, too! Me!
Memories of when my younger brother and I would play with our plastic 
green alien figurines—sprawled across the beige shag carpet in my childhood 
home—invade my thoughts. Roaming through unknown landscapes 
and terrorizing a make-believe society of dimwitted humans… Those 
extraterrestrial-fueled days are a major part of why I’m here today on this 
foreign planet, encountering a real-life foreign species. I just wish my brother 









secrets in sealed cases
pine and work isn’t helping
the ending is tempting
meet where the sky opens
“fall into my arms,” you sing
why can’t I see you 
I’m surrounded
yet I’m walking blind
let me find you
take me back to when 
I didn’t wonder what’s keeping 
me
from endless slumber
the stars can say that
they will catch you






7. Actor Alan et al.
12. Try to win over
13. Historical period





17. Retro kind of theatre
18. Not at all demanding
21. Police alert (abbr.)
22. Strengthened, with “up”




31. Cousin of Saul in the 
Hebrew Bible
33. Cold War inits.
34. Book-borrowing place, 
for short
35. __ __ toe
36. Double reed instrument
38. “Other” category








53. Called like an owl

















5. Malevolent water 
creature of English 
folklore
6. Prison (var. sp.)
7. French pronoun
8. Thomas Edison’s middle 
name
9. Situation for which one is 
unprepared (2 wds.)
10. Tiny bit of liquid
11. US 9-digit ID
14. Gaelic
17. Type of camera (abbr.)
19. Offence
20. Kobo file format
22. AC meas.
23. Urgent care places
25. Dear friends, in slang
27. To’s partner
30. Goose en français
32. Excavating machine





40. Japanese deep-fried dish
41. Entrepreneurial venture
42. __ Rabbit









60. Extra periods, briefly
63. Exist
64. Single strand material
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THE BC GOVERNMENT JUST ANNOUNCED 
UP-FRONT GRANTS
IN 15 YEARS
THIS IS YOUR VICTORY!
15 YEARS OF ACTIVISM
DOZENS OF GOVERNMENT SUBMISSIONS
100+ GOVERNMENT MEETINGS
HUNDREDS OF VOLUNTEERS
ONE COMMITTED STUDENT MOVEMENT
WORKING TOGETHER GETS RESULTS!
THOUSANDS OF POSTCARDS + PETITIONS
In its 2020 Budget, the BC Government announced the creation 
of the BC Access Grant: an up-front, needs-based student grant 
program with $41 million in funding annually.
